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Three years ago, Earth was attacked by an invading force so devastating, only one ship in the fleet
survived. Their hard won victory came from the aid of an alliance of aliens long at war with an
aggressive force. With the aid of advanced technology, humanity retrofitted their surviving vessel.
The Behemoth became a shield against any future incursions.Now a strange ship has arrived,
heading straight toward Earth. As it is not answering hails, the Behemoth heads out to intercept.
The operation is interrupted by other visitors from beyond the solar system. Outnumbered the
Behemoth must fend off the invaders once again but this time, the stakes are much higher.
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I have not written a review in some time as I am loathe to criticize the work of others when I have no
literary talent of my own. Nonetheless, I do so now since I really enjoyed this book but feel it could
have been so much better with a few editorial changes. On the plus side, only a few misspellings or
grammatical errors were noted. One interesting instance I often note in these books is the use of
current day idioms and quaint expressions which alien characters never seem to stumble over as if
they use the same ones. My serious critiques of the series ( I think of the two books comprising this

story as one) are due to presentation issues and how the story unfolds. Firstly, the story is similar to
many others in this genre as an aggressive alien foe enters our solar system with obvious evil
intent. We are simply thrown into the start of the fray with no backstory. I think a nice prologue may
have helped to set the stage. In defense of the author, there is a hint that such a prequel to the
series may be in the works to present this initial hostile military campaign in a follow up series.
Another vehicle to present this backstory would have been via dialogue between the characters, yet
such dialogue was usually brief and uninformative. Additionally, there is little character development
throughout; and one such character definitely needed some elaboration as this character was an
alien liaison from another world acting to help humans deal with the new bad guys. The alien
character seemed to be a lesser version of a Star Trek Vulcan, non-emotional mostly and
super-smart. This alien female saved the bacon of the crew on several occasions despite conflicting
inner emotional turmoil she had difficulty controlling.
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